2019 LHSCA ALL-STATE WRESTLING TEAM:

106 LBS- SAM DREUIL, JESUIT
113 LBS- CONNOR OVIDO, ST. PAUL’S
120 LBS- TREY FONTENOT, PARKWAY
126 LBS- LUKE ECCLES, JESUIT
126 LBS- DARRYL NICHOLAS, PARKWAY
132 LBS- DANIEL CROY, BROTHER MARTIN
132 LBS- CHRISTIAN SATCHELL, SAM HOUSTON
138 LBS- Dyllon BERNARD, COMEAUX
138 LBS- NOAH BERRYHILL, ST. LOUIS
145 LBS- GAVIN CHRIST, BASILE
145 LBS- PATRICK EVANS, BROTHER MARTIN
152 LBS- LANCE ROBINSON, ST. MICHAEL’S
152 LBS- DEIONISIO TALBOT, ARCHBISHOP HANNAN
160 LBS- BRUCE ARCENEAUX, CHURCH POINT
160 LBS- TAYLOR CLAY, CARENCRO
170 LBS- CAMERON FROST, HOLY CROSS
182 LBS- MATARIUS LAVINE, SAM HOUSTON
182 LBS- CADEN MUMME, HOLY CROSS
195 LBS- ROBERT GRANT RABEL, DUNHAM
220 LBS- WES BRADY, ZACHARY
220 LBS- CONNOR CLOINGER, PARKWAY
285 LBS- PERRY GANCI, JESUIT
285 LBS- MILES SANTIAGO, TEURLINGS CATHOLIC